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Across
10 Hot stuff gets cold - I
cause problems (6,5)
11 Groan at U.S.
involvement with
mariners (9)
13 Monkey with music
and make it worse (6)
14 Kiss one side? (6,3)
15 Return the old Chinese
insect (4)
16 I at once rue mistake
and do your bidding
(10)
19 A greycoat at
university made to be
sensible (3,4,3)
20 Design a toaster - it
works with hot air (8)
21 Exposed actors to
arena's source of
minerals (4,4,4)
23 Put off best E.C.
changes - they make
you feel good (7,7)
25 Rubbish rammed into
shovel (4)
27 Joint bottom (4)
28 Funny caper,
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euphemism for one
that burns a quid
(10,4)
He'll look after others,
in the main (5,7)
Drink to welcome first
three - then get drier
(3,5)
Wisdom in words to
the young (6,4)
Potters and hedgers
new place (6,4)
Bad gate some repairs
will improve (4)
One getting fit has
P.T. with the Italian
piece, perhaps (9)
Weak solution in
coffee blender (6)
Left wife to pay 50%
(4,5)
Sympathisers are the
sort to chuck in a bit
of cash, hopefully (47)

Down
1 Shakes, so her bums
making funny shapes
(9)
2 Insect made a sound
like fly (4)
3 Brief topic about
creating light source
(5-5)
4 Clark came round late
to get a damaged piece
of furniture (4-3,5)
5 Sore at children ,
headmaster exploded,
initially (4)
6 Nice smell at a microwave (8)
7 Notes how us sorts
don't get homes in the
country (4,6)
8 I'd quit boarding-out
in Wales (6)
9 Abnormality of weird
head (11)
12 Sign that a boxer's not
to be trusted? (6,2,3,3)
17 Say goodbye going
round polio dept. (6-3)

18 State colour of layer
(5,6,3)
22 They may be mixed in
other maps (9)
24 Give number to doctor
as cruel way , oddly of
getting to Batman
(5,7)
26 President idly ate dish
but looked like a fox
(5-6)
28 She submits changes
to flop (4,3,3)
29 Acted reasonably and
didn't cheat (6,4)
30 They're creative in
union circles (9)
32 Sleeper, maybe on the
phone (8)
35 Past worrying after
late wife joined the
exiles (6)
39 Girl gathered articles
(4)
41 Sound coming back
among the choirboys
(4)

